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PR£AMBLE
This Agreement is made this 11th dav of June. 1998, by and bet\veen the Town of
~fassena. Electric Department, ("the Employer") and Local 1149, International Brotherhood of
. Electrical viorkers (the "Union").
-
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ARTICLE I
PURPOSE AND INTENT
Section 1 It is the purpose of this Agreement to promote and maintain good
relations and cooperation among the Employer, Union, and the employees represented by the
Union. This Agreement is intended to set forth the terms and conditions of employment agreed to
in collective bargaining and to set forth a procedure for adjusting grievances arising from the
interpretation and application of the pro'visions of this Agreement.
Section 2 It is the desire of the Employer, the Uruon. and the employees in the
bargaining unit to cooperate in providing effective service to the customers of the Employer.
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ARTICLE II
REC06NITION
Section 1 The Employer recognizes the Union as the sole and exclusive collective
bargaining agent ~'ith respe'ctto wages, fringe benefits, and working conditions for all full time
and regular part time chief linemen, all other linemen, maintenance custodians, and meter
technicians. and future job classifications appropriately included in this unit. as judged by'relevant
law and PERB decisions and/or findingso
Section 2 If the Employer establishes new job classifications, it will provide a copy
of the job title to the Union, and if. after discussion. the parties fail to agree on the question of
inclusion in. or exclusion from. the unit, either party may submit the matter to PERB for
resolution.
-
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A RTICLE III
ENTIRE AGREEMENT
Section I This Agreement constitutes the full. complete, and final understanding and
agreement of the parties. The parties acknowledge that. during the Negotiations that resulted in
this Agreement, each had the unlimited right and opportunity to make demands and proposals
\vith respect to any subject or matter not removed by law trom collective bargaining. The parties
voluntarily and unqualifiedly waive the right. and each agrees that the other shall not be obligated"
to bargain collectively with respect to any subject or matter whether or not referred to or covered
in this Agreement. even though such subject matter mayor may not have been within the
knowledQe or contemplation of either or both parties at the time that this AQreement was
neQotiated.
Section 2 This Article shall not be construed as a limitation on the Uruon' s ri~ht to
.
negotiate over proposed changes in mandatory subjects for bargaining during the life of this
. AQreement.
-
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ARTICLE IY
MANAGEMENT RI6HTS
Subject to the terms of this Agreement. the Union reco~mzes and agrees that the
management of MED. the 'direction of its working force. and the exercise of the ordinary and
customary functions of management, \\'hether or not exercised by the Employer prior to the
execution of this Agreement. shall be in the sole discretion, and is the sole responsibility of. the
Employer. and the same shall not be subject to arbitration, except when exercised in an arbitrary.
capricious. or discriminatory manner, Included within these functions of mana2ement, and
without limiting the generality of the preceding sentence, are the followin2 r12hts: to hire.
promote. discipline, transfer, and assign duties to employees, including the right to change
assignments or to add to or eliminate duties; to layoff for lack of work or for other valid reasons:
,to plan. direct, and control operations including the right to discontinue. consolidate, or
reorganize any department or branch~ to promulgate rules or regulations~ to schedule the work
. force: to introduce new or improved methods or facilities.make technologicalimprovements, or
, install or remove equipment, regardless of 'W'hetheror not any such actions cause a reduction in
the work force, and requires the assignment of additional or different duties or causes the
elimination or addition of titles or jobs: to abolish. or create job classifications or to change the
number of employees working in any classification: and to determine and assign work shifts.
It is the intention and understanding of the parties that the Employer shall retain all
rights. powers. discretion, prerogatives. and authority of management heretofore existing except
that as such are expressly limited by this Agreement
. ,
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.ARTICLE
"
SUB-CONTRACTIN6
The Employer retains complete discretion to determine whether materials, services, or
any other work shall be made or performed by bargaining unit employees or by others whether by
subcontract. contracting out. by purchase or by other means, with the single limitation that, in the
event of an Employer decision to subcontract work that would currently and directly cause the
layoff or part-timing of bargaining unit employees employed by the Employer as. of August 12,
1995, the Employer shall not subcontract such work.
. .
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ARTICLE VI
AGENcY SHOP
Employees are free to join or not joint the Union. All present employees who are not
Union members and who do not in the future become and remain members shall, immediatelv
following a thirty day period from the date of the signing of this Agreement, as a condition of
employment. pay to the Union each month a service charge as a contribution toward the
administration of this Agreement in any amount equal to. the regular monthly flat rate and
percentage dues (not including initiation fees. fines. assessments, or any other charges uniformly
required as a condition of acquiring or retaining membership) of the Union.
All new employees \N'ho'do not become Union members after 30 calendar daY's
employment shall, as a condition of employment, pay the Union each month commencing after
. said date. a service charsze as a contribution toward the administration of this Aszreement in an
- -
amount equal to the regular monthly flat rate and percentage dues (not including initiation fees,
. fines. assessments,or any other charges uniformlyrequired as a conditionof acquiringor retaining
membership) of the Union.
-
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ARTICLE VII
CHECK - OFF
Section J During the life of this Agreement, the Employer agrees to deduct from the
wages of each employee. in accordance 'Nith the express terms of a signed, voluntary
authorization to do so, on forms which are customarily used by the Cnion, the appropriate,'dues
and initiation fees or service charge, said deduction to be made as follows: from the first
paycheck of each month, the flat rate dues and percentage dues and from each remaining weekly
paycheck the percentage dues. Dues collected shall be remitted by the fifteenth day of the
following month. together with a list of employees on whose behalf the deduction was made.
Section 2 The financial secretary of the Union shall certify in writing to the
Employer the amount of monthly flat rate and percentage dues, and initiation fees. or service
. charge, to be checked-off under this Article and the, Employer may rely completely on this
certification.
Section 3 The Union shall indemnify and save the Employer harmless against any
and all claims, suits, or other forms of liability that may arise out of. or by reason of. action taken
by the Employer for the purpose of complying with any of the provisions of this Article, or in
reliance on any list, notice or assignment furnished under any of such provisions.
-
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~ARTICLE VIII
NON-DISCRIMINA TION
Section 1 The Employer and the Union shall comply with all applicable State and
Federallavv's \.vithrespect to discrimination against an employee.
Section 2 Any Reference in this Agreement to the male gender shall be deemed to
include the female gender.
-
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ARTICLE IX
GRIEVANCE AND ARBITRATION
Section I A grievance shall be any matter involving a dispute over the interpretation
or application of a term or terms of this Agreement and shall be subject to the following
procedure. except where such matter has been excluded from the grievance/arbitration procedure
by a specific provision of this Agreement:
Step 1:. All grievances shall be reduced to writing. signed by the Employee. and
submitted to the appropriate Department Head(s) or his designee within five (5) working days of
the Act or occurrence giving rise to the grievance or after the act or occurrence gi\ing rise to the
grievance should have become known. The written grievance must identify the .A..rticleof this
Agreement that is alleged to have been violated. The Department Head or his designee shall
respond to the written grievance in writing within five (5) working days of receipt of the ""TItten
. grievance. and he shall immediately mail a copy of his written response to Local 1249. Syracuse.
. New York.
Step 2. If not resolved in Step 1. the written grievance shall be presented to the
Superintendent within five (5) working days after receipt of a written Step 1 response. The
Union. the Employee, and the Superintendent or his designee shall meet within ten (10) working
days 3.ftersubmission of the written grievance to Step 2. The Superintendent or his designee shall
respond in writing within ten ( 10) workIng days after the Step 2 meeting. and he shall immediately
mail a copy of his written response to Local l249, Syracuse. New York.
Steo 3. If not resolved in Step 2. the Union may. within ten (10) \\'orking days
after'receipt of the Step 2 response. submit the grievance in writing \Nitha copy to the Employer.
to a mutually agreed upon arbitrator or. if one is not, agreed on. to the American ..1J"bitration
Association in accordance with its voluntary arbitration rules
Section'2 The decision of the .-\rbitrator shall be final and bindin~ . .
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Section 3 The arbitrator shall have no power to add to. subtract from. or modify the
provisions of this agreement. nor shaH he have the power to impose or imply any obligation not
specificaHy set forth in this Agreement. \\.'here an arbitrator pro'v;des an award of back pay. the
arbitrator shall provide that the back pay av-.ardbe reduced by the amount of any interim receipts
of monev
Section 4 The fees and expenses of the arbitrator shall be borne equally by the
parties.
Section j If either party fails to adhere to the procedures and time limits set forth in
this Article. which may be e:\1ended only by written consent of the Employer and the Union. it
shall be deemed that the party has waived its right to arbitration and the matter shall be deemed
settled in the interest of the other party.
Section 6 Compensable grievance investiszation time shall be limited to t\\I"O(2) .
employee hours per week with a ma.ximum of five (5) employee hours per month. Time spent in
grievance investigation shall not impair employee work p~rformance.
Section 7 The Employer and the Union will give consideration to the Streamlined
. Labor .AJbitration rules.
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.ARTICLE X
NO STRIKES!NO LOCKOUTS
Section 1 During the term of this Agreement. the Union and the Employees covered
by this Agreement shall not cause, sanction or engage in any type of strike (sympathy or
othe~'ise), picketing, -slowdo~.n, stoppage, or retarding of work, boycott or any other
interference with the normal conduct of operations of the Employer. The Employer shall not
engage in any lockout during the life of this Agreement.
Section 2 Should a strike, work stoppage, or an'yother conduct described in Section
1 of this Article occur, the Union will make immediate effort to end such conduct and return the
employees to their respective jobs.
-
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ARTICLE XI
DISCIPUNE AND DISCHAR5E
Section 1 Th~ Employer may discharge or othern'ise discipline an employee who has
completed the probationary period for just cause. \Vith the exception of dis~ipline imposed for
violations of the Residence Requirement Article of this Agreement and with the exception of
action involving probationary employees, disputes as to discipline shall be subject to the grievance
and arbitration procedure.
Section 2 \Vith the exception of discipline imposed for violations of the Residence
Requirement article of this Agreement, and with the exception of actions involving probationary
employees. disputes as to discipline may be processed as a grievance through the
grievance/arbitration procedure of this Agreemem. . If the disciplined employee is covered by
Section 75 of the Civil Service Law, the dispute as to discipline may be processed either through
the grievance/arbitration procedure or through the hearing procedure set forth in Section 75 of
. the Civil Se~ice Law, as the employee may elect. The election of either procedure precludes the
. use of the other. The disciplined employee must indicate in writing to the Department Head. or
his designee, within seven (7) \vorking days of the discipline that he or she elects either the
grievance/arbitration procedure or Section 75. an employee's timely submission of a written
grievance shall constitute an election of the grievance/arbitration procedure. Failure to exercise
the option 'W'ithinthe time limit set forth above shall be deemed to be an election to use Section
75
Section 3 In the event of an investigatory interv'iew of an employee that could result
in discipline. the employee may request the presence of the Cnit Chairperson or Unit Co-
Chairperson.
Section./ In imposing disciplin~ on an employee. \'IED shall not consider prior
disciplin~ imposed a!!amst th~ employee more than thiI'1Y (30) mon'ths previously
. .
B-1~
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.ARTICLE XII
PROBATIONARY PERIOD
Sec:titin J In accordance with governing Civil Service Law and rules. each employee
shall be on probation 26 weeks after receiving permanent Civil Service appointment.
Section 2 The Union shall represent probationary employees for the purpose of
collective bargaining with respect to rates of pay. wages. hours, and other terms and conditions of
employment.
Section 3 Until the end of the probationary period, the Employer may discharge or
othe(VIise discipline employees without employee or Union recourse to the grievance/arbitration
procedure. This section shall not limit an employee's legal rights, if any. under Section 75 of the
Civil Serv"iceLaw.
-
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ARTICLE XIII
SENIORITY
Section J For the purposes of this Agreement. there shall be two (2) types of
seniority. defined as follows
(a) Bargaining unit seniority shall be the length
of an employee's continuous service as measured
from the employee's most recent date of hire in a
job classification covered by this agreement: and
(b) Job classification seniority shall be the length
of an employee's continuous service in a specific
job classification, starting 'W'ith the employee' s
most recent date of hire in that particular
classification.
.
Section 2 Seniority shall be broken and terminated by:
(a) Discharge without being reinstated:
(b ) Voluntary quit or resignation, unless rvtED
elects to rehire the employee within six months of
the voluntary quit or resignation (in the event of
such rehire, the employee' 5 anniversary date shall
be adjusted to reflect the period of absence):
(c) Overstaying an authorized leave of absence.
unless extended,. or giving a false reason for such
leave or acceptance of employment with any
other employer during such leave of absence.
with the exception of governmental serv'ice
(d) Layoff for a period of t'W'elve (11) months or
more. or if for any reason more than t'W'elve ( 11)
months have elapsed since the employee last
worked for the Emclover:
..
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(~) Failure to noti~' the Employer of an intention
to return to '''Iork from layoff within five (5) days
after receipt of notification to return or failure to
actually return to work on the dates specified by
the Employer
Section 3 In July of each year or when the list is altered or adjusted the Employer
shall. upon the Union's request, provide to the Union a list of bargaining unit employees with their
date of hire.
Section 4 Bargaining unit seniority shall apply in determining the accumulation of
benefits """herelength of service is a factor as specified in this Agreement.
Section 5 -To the extent permitted by Civil Service Law and rules and in the event of
a layoff only, the bargaining unit Chairperson shall be continued at work at all times provided he
or she is qualified to perform the available work.
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ARTICLE Xlv'
LAYOFF AND RECALL
Section / In the event of a layoff or reduction of hours. the Employer shall
determine the job classifications affected.
Section 2 Layoffs or reduction of hours shall be made in accordance with job
classification seniority.
Section 3 The employee with the least job classification seniority in the affected
classificationshall be laid off first provided that. in thejudgment of the Employer. the remaining
employees in the classification have the skill and ability to perform the work. However, if the
Employer anticipates layoff of more than thirty (30) days. such laid-off employee shall have a
single opportunity to displace the least senior bargaining unit employee who occupies a job for
: vvhichthe laid off employee is qualified.
Section 4 When a recall occurs. the employee laid off last shall be rehired first.
Section 5 To the extent applicable. Civil Sef'.,ice law and rules shall govern layoffs
and recalls and shall supercede the provisions of this Article.
8-1-:"
ARTICLE XV
VACANCIES AND PROMOTIONS
Section I \Vhen a permanent job vacancy occurs in the bargaining unit. and the
Employer intends to fill the vacancy, the Employer will post a notice of such vacancy for a period
of seven (7) working days, unless the job is of such a nature that it must be filled immediately
'v\'hen available. the notice of vacancy shall state the job classification. rate of pay. and nature of
the job requirements. An employee who applies for a posted position shall be notified in writing
of receipt of his or her application.
. Section] Employees may submit an application for the posted position prior to the
end of the posting period. and the Employer shall give fair and equal consideration to such
internal candidates. If the Employer decides to fill a vacancy by promotion trom within the
bargaining unit and two or more employees seek the promotion, where skill. ability. qualifications.
and experience are equal, seniority shall prevail. Nothing in this Article shall construed to require
. the Employer to fill vacancies by promotion from within.
Section 3 In the event that a vacancy is filled by promotion from within, the
promoted employee shall serve a twelve week trial period in the new job after which time the
Employer may remove the employee from the position. The employee may elect to be removed
from. the position. and be returned to his or her previous classification at any time during the
twelve week trial period.
Section 4 'Nhenever a permanent job vacancy occurs within the bargaining unit and
the job is within the scope of Civil Service law or rules. then the normal procedures provided by
the rules and regulations of the Civil Service Law shall prevail. including those provisions as to
probationary employees except that when the Employer makes his selection from among the three
highest scores on the certified Civil Service List. the Employer shall select the employee that. in
its judgment. is the most highly qualitied to perform the work required
--
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Should there b~ no such list of eligible Civil Service applicants In existenc~. th~
Employer shall make a provisional selection in accordance with the procedures set forth in this
Article. pending further action under the Civil Sef\;ce taw.
Section 5 It is understood that this Article and Agreement are subject. where
applicable. to the rules. regulations. and procedures of the Civil Sef\'ice Law, and in the event of a
conflict between the provisions of this Agreement and the Civil Sef\'ice Law. the latter shall
prevail subject to final determination by a court of competent jurisdiction.
-
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ARTICLE XVI
JURY our{
Section 1 All employees who pro"ide their department head with a copy of a notice
to serve as a juror and who provide the department head with the court's certification of time
served on a jury shall be paid the difference bet\veen the jury duty fee and the employee's basic
hourly straight time rate for a period not to exceed 120 hours per year.
Section:1 The Employer retains the right to seek to have employees who are caIled
to jury duty excused from service.
Sec..non 3 If an employee is dismissed trom jury duty at a time when there are at
least tViOhours remaining on the regularly scheduled shift, the employee shall call the immediate
supervisor to determine whether he or she should report to ~'ork.
-
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ARTICLE XVII
ABS£NC£ FROM WORK
An employee' s absence from work for a period of three (3) consecutive scheduled
work days. which. without reasonable cause as determined by the Superintendentor his designee.
is not reported. shall be deemed to have resigned. The pro\;sion shall not limit the Employer's
right to discipline employees for failure to properly notify the Employer of an absence of less than
three (3) days.
B-11
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ARTICLE XVIII
SICK LEAVE/PERSONAL LEAVE
Section 1 Full-time employees shall accumulate one day of sick leave for every one
month worked (a ""month worked" shall be defined as a calendar month in which an employee
actually \-vorks at least 15 days) beginning with the first month following the date of hire.
Effective August 12, 1986, full-time employees shall accumulate one and one-quarter days of sick
leave for every one month worked. Sick leave may be accumulated up to a maximum of 200
days.
Section 2 Sick leave shall be compensated at the employee's regular straight time
hourlv rate.
Section 3 If an employee is absent due to sickness for three (3) or more consecutive
days, or if the Superintendent or his designee has a basis for suspecting an abuse of the sick leave
policy, the Superintendent or his designee may, in his discretion. require a doctor's certifying that
. the employee is unable to work due to a sickness.
Section 4 To be eligible for sick leave pay. the employee must. wherever possible.
notify a supervisor as close to the employee's starting time as possible. but not more than 30
minutes after his or her starting time of absence due to sickness. If. in the Employer's judgment.
.
notification could have been made but \-vasnot. sick leave pay will not be provided.
Section 5 Whenever an employee is absent due to sickness or disability for five (5)
consecutive days or more. the employee must notify his or her Department Head of the intent to
return at least 24 hours in advance.
'.
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Section 6 At retirement. there shall be a cash payment for accumulated sick leave as
of the retirement date. Payment shall be based on a sliding scale using current hourly rates as of
the date of retirement. An employee who retires shall be entitled to this benefit.
50 - 100days
101 - 115 davs
126 - ISOdavs
151 - 175 days
176 -200 davs
pay for 15~/oof accumulated pay
pay for 20% of accumulated pay
pay for 25~1Oof accumulated pay
pay for 30~'~of accumulated pay
pay for 35~/Oof accumulated pay
Further, accumulated earned sick time in accordance with the payment expressed, and
accumulated earned vacation time, will be paid' the beneficiary of a deceased employee.
Section 7 The ma.ximum sick leave that an employee can take in any calendar year
shall be 30 days, except with superintendent's approval and also full accumulated sick leave days
can be taken for anyone illness that exceeds thirty (30) days.
Section 8 Employees may use sick leave in two (1) hour segments if the employee
.becomes ill during the work day and must leave work or if the employee must see a doctor
because of illness. Employees may also use sick leave in two (2) hour segments for scheduled
. medical. dental. or eye appointments or medical treatment, provided the employee has obtained
. 24 hour prior approval and provided the employee has used due diligence in attempting to
schedule the appointment outside of working hours.
Section 9 Employees may use three (3) days per calendar year out of accumulated
sick ieave as personal leave days. Requests for such days must be made to the appropriate
supervisor at least forty eight (48) hours in advance, where possible. An employee need not
reveal the reasons for the request. Operational needs of the Employer shall be a factor in deciding
upon the request for personal leave. Personal leave davs shall be used in a minimum of four (4)
hour segments
'.
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ARTICLE XIX
LEAVES OF ABSENCE
Section 1 After successful completion of the probationary period an employee may
request an unpaid leave of absence of up to six months duration. An extension of the leave may
be requested, but the total duration of the leave shall nor exceed one year.
Section 2 Any request for a leave of absence shall be submitted in writing by the
employee to the Department Head for at least thirty (30) days in advance of the desired leave
commencement date, except in the case of an emergency. The request shall state the reason for
the leave (e.g., child rearing leave) and the length of leave desired. The Department Head and the
Superintendent shall decide whether to grant the leave or the request for an extension of a "leave.
Section 3 There will be no loss of seniority or benefits during an unpaid leave:
. however, no additional seniority or benefits will accrue during such leave.
Section 4 Upon the expiration of a leave without pay, the employee shall be
reinstated to the position that he or she occupied at the time the leave was granted.
Section 5 Before an unpaid leave of absence takes effect, the employee must use all
available vacation time.
-
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ARTICLE XX
BEREA Y£MENT LEA YE
In the event of a death in the employee's immediate family, the employeeSection 1
",,'illbe compensated for scheduled time not worked at the regular straight time hourly rate of pay
from the day of death through the day of the funeral. not to exceed thr~e days.
Section 1 The immediate family includes spouse, child. sibling. parent. parent-in-law,
grandparent. brother-in-law, and sister-in-law.
Section 3 In the event of the death of an employee's aunt. uncle, or great
grandparent. the employee will be compensated for scheduled time not worked on the day of the
funeral at hislher regular straight time hourly rate of pay provided that the employee attends the
funeral.
Section 4 Additional paid bereavement leave days may be SITanted by the
Superintendent or his designee in the event of unusual circumstances.
Section j Employees shall notify their Department Head. the Superintendent. or his
. designee as soon as possible of a need to take a leave pursuant to this Article.
vacation
Section 6 An employee entitled to funeral leave while on vacation shall not lose
time.
--
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ARTICLE XXI
HOURS OF WORK AND PREMIUM PAY
A normal work day shall consist of eight (8) hours, excluding the mealSection I
period
Section 2 A normal work week for fiolll-time employees shall consist of forty (40)
hours per week.
(
Section 3 The Employer may alter shift hours or add or delete shifts.
Section 4 All actual hours worked, including hours paid but not worked. in excess
of eight hours in a day and/or forty hours in a week shall be compensated at one and one-half
times the employee's straight time hourly rate. provided that such overtime is authorized in
advance and reported promptly when worked. Payment of overtime rates shall not be pyramided
or duplicated for the same hours worked. Should certain hours qualify for premium rates under
two or more pro'visions of this Agreement, only the higher premium shall apply. Hours
. compensated at a premium rate shall not be counted as hours worked in determining premium 'pay
. under the same or any other provision of this Agreement.
Section j Sunday work shall be compensated at time and one-half the employee's
straight time hourly rate of pay.
Section 6 Employeesshall work the hours assignedas the employee's normal work
day and work week and such overtime hours as the Employer may require. Employee shall be
given twenty four (24) hours notice of scheduled overtime work.
.\'ection 7 An employee ",,'ho ",,'orks sixteen (16) consecutive hours in a t",,'enty four
(24) hour period shall be allowed a rest period of eight (8) consecutive hours before returning to
\vork. ..\ny part of such rest period which falls during the employee's regularly scheduled shift
shall be compensated at straight time pro\;ded the employee works the balance of the scheduled
shift. if an\" In cases of severe emergency.. the Employer shall be permitted to stagger the rest
perio.ds in segments of at lea.st four (-+)hours: if any employee does not receive eighf (8) hours
8-16
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r~st m a t\\'enty tour ("2~) hour period he: sh~ sh~lI be p:lij doubi~ th~ regular straight tim~ hourl~
rate for all hours worked in excess of sixteen ( 16) in the t\\ienty four (24) hour period.
.\.ection 8
(a) In the event that an employe~ is called in to work outside of his or her
scheduled hours. the employee shall be guaranteed a minimum of two (2) hours pay at the rate of
time and one-half the employee's straight time hourly rate, except on holidays, in ',N'hichcase the
employee shall be guaranteed two (1) hours pay at two times the employee's straight time hourly
rate. The provisions of this section shall not be construed as requiring MED to pay call-in pay in
the event that an employee is called in to work during a two (1) hour period for which an
entitlement to call-in pay has already been earned. For example, an employee is called in at 8:00
p.m. and is entitled to two (1) hours call-in pay. The employee returns home at 8:30 p.m. and is
called back in at 9:00 p.m., leaving at 9: 15 p.m. The employee is not entitled to call-in pay for the
9:00 p.m. call-in.
(b) \Vhen an employee is called out for emergency \.vork his/her time will start
fifteen minutes before he/she clocks in and will extend fifteen minutes beyond his/her clock out to
compensate for traveling to and ITomlVfED.
(c) When an emergency outage occurs and the call-out employee believes a second
. man is required for safe performanceof the work, he shallrequest a second man by contacting the
line foreman, or the superintendent in his absence. The line foreman or the superintendent, will
make a physical appearance to assess situation if the second man is denied. If neither is available
after 'reasonable efforts to contact them have been made, the call-out employee shall decide. in
keeping with safety standards and practices, whether to call out a second employee. It is
understood that such call outs shall be made only when absolutely necessary.
(tl) M.E.D. agrees to post an overtime list
(e) A cellular phone will be available for use in an emergency vehicle.
An Employee required to work two (1) consecutive hours before or after.ft;ec:tion 9
his or her re~ularlv scheduled shift (or in an emer~encv if the call-in is over one hour but less than
-
.
-
.
t\\'o ( 2) hours before or after the re1!ularlv scheduled shift) shall receive a Si 50 meal allowance
-
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\Vhen lunch periods are "'lorked during the regularly scheduled work day. the employe~
\\'ill receive one and one-half times his or her hourly rate of pay for his lunch. or sufficient time off
,
.
to eat before the sixth hour of his or her regularly scheduled' shift. ~.hichever. in the discretion of
the Employer. is feasible. Employees who work four (4) consecutive hours between 8:00 p.m.
and 4.00 a.m. shall receive a $7.50 meal allowance. In the event of an emergency. employees may
be required by the Employer to stagger meal times.
Section 10 As far as is practical. scheduled overtime shall be distributed equally
among employees in the affected job classification. consideration being given to employee
qualifications and availability.
'.
-
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ARTICLE XXII
RESIDENCE REQUIR£M£NT
Section 1 All employees shall reside within the Massena Electric Department Service
Area. This residency requirement shall be deemed a condition of employment and a failure to
meet or maintain this qualification shall be grounds for immediate termination. Such termination
shall not be subject to the arbitration provisions set forth in this Agreement.
Section 2 Employees who reside outside of the Massena Electric Department
Service Area shall have one year from their date of permanent appointment to move within the
Service Area. Such an employee's failure to move within the Service Area within the one year
period shall be a matter to be reviewed by the ~D Personnel Comminee. The decision of the
Personnel. Committee shall not be subject to the grievance/arbitration procedure of this
A~eement.
-
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ARTICLE XXIII
UNION VISITATION
Section 1 The officers or any representative of the Union not in the employ of the
~1assena Electric Department may visit the Employer's premises for the purpose of negotiations
scheduled to be held on the premises and for the investigation of grievances provided. that
arrangements for any visits to employer premises are made in advance Vviththe Superintendent or
his desit!nee. In no event shall such visitations impede or interfere with normal Employer
operations.
-
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ARTICL£ XXIV
fOULWEATH£R 6£AR
Section 1 The Employer shall maintain its current practice of providing the
following foul weather gear: rainsuits~ rubber boots~ hardhat liners~and rubber glove liners.
Section 2 The employee shall be responsible for replacing lost or dama2ed foul
weather gear, ordinary wear, tear and reasonable loss excepted.
Section 3 Personal use of foul weather gear provided by the Employer shall be
prohibited.
-
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ARTICLExxV
HEALTH &. SAFETY
Section I The Employer shall contmue to comply with all applicable state and
federal occupational health and safety laws. In addition. the Employer shall be guided by the
American Public Power Association Safety ~1anual for an Electric Utility.
Section 1 Employees shall comply "vith safety rules established by the Employer
Section 3 The Employer and the Union shall form a committee. that will meet
quarterly or when specially called. with each party designating two representatives. to meet for
the purpose of discussing health and safety issues and to propose heath and safety work rules.
The Committee shall not be the sole source of such proposals. Grievances concerning health and
safety may. in the comrruttee's discretion. be reviewed by it. but such re"iew shall not in any way
affect either party's rights or obligations pursuant to the' Grievance/.A.rbitration pro"isions of this
Agreement.
Section 4 At no time will a bargaining unit employeebe requiredto unlock the safe
. while alone, or be left alone "vith the cash drawer.
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ARTICLE XXVI
INCLEMENT WElt THER
Section 1 Employees shall not be required to perform outside work during inclement
\,veather. except in the case of an emergency as determined by the Employer. It is understood that
in the event of inclement weather. employees ~'ill bring the work to a point where it will be
reasonably safe.
Section 2 The superintendent or Department Head shall be the sole judge as to what
constitutes inclement weather for employees in a particular job classification.
Section 3 during inclement weather the employee shall. at the direction of the
Employer. perform work within his classification if available. If not available. the employee may
perform any"reasonable work outside hislher classification to ~'hich he may be assigned at his
. regular rate of pay at MED or may refuse such work. If the employee refuses such work he/she
shall be removed trom the payroll for the duration of the period of inclement weather, but shall
: not be disciplined for such refusal. The employee shall be available for work at the cessation of
the inclement weather period and shall notify the Superintendent or Department Head of the place
at which he can be reached by phone.
-
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ARTICLE XXVII
SUPERVISORS
The parties agree that, because of the Employer's size, the number of employees. and
the nature of the Employer's operations, supervisors may perform work customarily performed by
bargaining unit employees. if such work is of an emergency nature or of a non-reoccurring nature
or of a short duration or if no qualified bargaining unit employee is available to do the work. The
Employer agrees to make reasonable efforts to keep work in the bargaining unit.
-
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ARTICLE XXVIII
OUTSIDE EMPLOYMENT
Employees are prohibited from undertaking outside employment that prevents or
substantially impairs the employee's performance of scheduled work. including stand by duty. and
overtime work required by the Employer.
. .
-
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ARTICLE XXIX
TOOLS
Section 1 The Employer shall provide all tools that it deems necessary to the
performance of work including: hand tools. line belts, safety straps, tool bags, rubber gloves, and
keepers. When tools are provided by the Employer, the employee receiving them shall be
responsible for their return in good condition, ordinary wear and tear excepted and reasonable
loss excepted. Tools provided by the Employer shall not be for personal use.
Section 2 If. in the future. the Employer requires uniforms for employees, the parties
agree to negotiate as to the number of sets of uniforms to be provided and as to responsibility for
uniforms.
Section 3 Should an employee ruin personal clothing through no fault of his/her own
'\N'hileworking on the job, the Department Head shall determine whether and to what extent the
employee shall be reimbursed for the damage or loss.
Section 4 The Employer shall reimburse employees for one-half of the cost of one
. pair of MED-approved safety shoes or linemen's boots actually purchased to a ma.ximum of
$60.00 for safety shoes, or a maximum of $120.00 for linemen's boots. on a contract year basis.
'.
--
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ARTICLE XXX
BULLETIN BOARDS'
Section 1 The Employer shall provide a bulletin board located on a wall in a
conspicuous area, for the posting of official Union business. The Board shall be made of
appropriate material and shall measure no less than two feet in length by two fee in width.
Notices shall be restricted 10:
1. !./otices of (Inion meetings:
) Notices of [Inion elections,
appointments, and results of
(Inion elecrio11.''i:
Notices of [Inion recreational
and social qffairs: and
./. (/nion Safety hulletins.
,
~.
Ifboth the Employer and Union agree, notices of other types may be posted.
Section 2 Outdated notices shall be removed from the bulletin board. Notices
having no effective date shall be removed after 30 days.
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ARTICLE. XXXI
stMlD-BY PAY
Section J An employee who is assigned standby duty on a weekly basis shall receive
eight (8) hours pay for the week at his regular straight time rate for this standby duty.
Section 1 An employee assigned to standby duty on a week in which there falls a
paid holiday, will receive an additional two (2) hours standby pay.
Section 3 The standby list shall be posted on the bulletin board and the standby
assignment shall be rotated periodically.
-
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ARTICLE XXXII
REST PERIODS
Each employeewillbe allowed a fifteen(15) minuterest period during the morning and
a fifteen (15) minute rest period during the afternoon. Breaks shall be at a time and place that will
minimize disruption of operations.
-
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ARTICLE XXXIII
EDUCATION &. TRAININ6
Section 1 Employees who have successfully completed the probationary period may
request reimbursement for tuition actually incurred and not reimbursable through another source
for courses that \vilI improve the employee's job skills and job performance. Requests must be
submitted to the Department Head at least tViOweeks before commencement of the course in
question. In deciding whether to grant requests, the Employer will consider, among other factors,
the number of requests in that semester, as well as the relationship between the course of study
and necessary job skills. Upon successful completion of an approved course, and upon presenting
a certificate of successful completion. the Employer shall make reimbursement.
-
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ARTICLE XXXIV
PART-TIME EMPLOYEES
As defined in Civil Service regulations, and subject to amendment of thoseSection I
regulations, a part-time employee is any employee who "\lorks less than 20 hours per v.,.eekand
earns less than $3,000 per year. In addition. to qualify as "part-time" under this Agreement. the
employee must work a regular schedule and must not have been hired in a temporary capacity
Section 2 Part-time employees shall be entitled to the benefits pro'v;ded in this
Agreement to the extent set forth in the specific benefit provisions of this Agreement.
Section 3 There shall be one permanent temporary part-time position classification
of Keyboard Specialist effective as of the date of the signing of this Agreement. The Keyboard
Specialist shall be subject to Union dues and assessmentsand shall receive a wage rate at fifty
cents (.50) per hour less than the Union permanent full time classification.
-
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ARTICLE xxxV
MILITARY SERVICE
Employees shall be granted all employment and re-employment rights to which they are
entitled under applicable state and federal statutes.
-
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ARTICLE XXXVI
HEALTH INSURANCE
Section I. Health Insurance for Present Employees
A.) The Employer. will maintain health insurance coverage for each full-time Union
employee presently employed by ~fED, and ~'IED will also cover any further
MED Union employee hired during the duration of this contract which expires
on August 12, 2001.
B.) Each employee covered by a family policy shall contribute by making a cc-
p'ayment equal to 100/0of the difference between the family premium and the
individual premium. Co-payments shall commence on the first of the next
month following the signing of this Agreement.
C.) The rvfED Union employees health insurance coverage will be carried by Blue
Cross-BlueShieldwith Preferred BIlle Plan /-1)(QndBlue Medallion, Group =
00/3908. Plan Code = 306806 being the specified plans in use.
D.) The employees will receive no less in coverage for the duration of this contract
for benefit schedules as shown in the Preferred BIlle Plan and Bille Medallion
plans in the event that a new health insurance plan is implemented by the
Employer.
E.) The Employer shall make appropriate arrangements that this benefit is a pre-ta.x
contribution for the employee.
Section 2. Health Insurance Benefits for Retired Employees
A.) The Employer shall maintain health insurance coverage for each full-time Cnion
employee who reti~es on the terms stated below
B) The Employer will make all premIum payments without anv retiree co-pay
contribution
-
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C ) To be eh!!ible for this retirement benerit. the lOnionretiree must have ten vear5
-
"
,
of serv"ice \\"ith the Employer
D,) Health Insurance coverage shall be made available for the rvIED ~'ith Ioo~:o of
premium paid by employer for a time period derived from the following:
100% of the health insurance premium cost will be paid by ~D any time after
a t\;1EDemployee reaches their 55th birthday and retires. A minimum of (ten)
10 years service ~"ith ~1ED is required and the following earned entitlement
scale is as follows:
10 years of service.
"
.. 3 years coverage
14 years of service 4 years coverage
18 years of service... .. 5 years coverage
.,., f 0' 6__ years 0 serv'lce"... years coverage
26 years of servoice 7 years coverage
30 yearsof serv'ice 8 years coverage
E.) The health insurance coverage shall be no less than the coverage available to all
other current active employees of the Employer.
-
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ARTICLE XXXVII
. HOUDAYS
Section I Employee shall receive the following paid holidays:
1. ~ew Years Dav
.., \Vashington's Birthday
3. Good Friday
4. ~1emorial Day
5. Independence Day
6. Labor Day
7. Columbus Day
8. Thanksgiving Day
9. Day after Thanksgiving
10. Christmas Eve Afternoon (1/2 day)
11. Christmas Day
11. Two Floating Holidays
13. Special Floating Holiday
~rhenever a holiday falls on a Saturday, the holiday will be observed on the preceding
. Friday. Whenever a holiday falls on a Sunday it will be observed on the follo~'ing rvfonday.
. Floating holidays shall be scheduled by the Department Head, on a first come, first served basis,
so as not to impair the operations of the Employer.
The .'Special Floating Holiday" is to be assigned on an annual basis by the rvtED
LabotlManagement Committee to be used in conjunction with any other scheduled Tuesday or
Thursday holiday. In the event that there are no scheduled Tuesday or Thursday holidays or if the
Committee cannot agree, the special floating holiday will be used as a regular floating holiday.
Section 2 Full time and part time employees shall receive holiday pay in the amount
of their regularly scheduled number of hours times their straight time hourly rate of pay. In order
to be eligible for holiday pay. an employee must work his or her entire shift on both the scheduled
day before and the scheduled day after the holiday. Those employees on layoff shall not be
eligible for holiday pay unless they have worked the entire shift on the day before the holiday For
the purposes of this section. an employee shall be deemed to have worked the sc~uled day
8-45
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before or after th~ holiday if the employe~ is on an absence approved by th~ Department He~d or
his designee
Section 3 If a holiday occurs during an employee' s vacation. the employee will be
provided compensatory time off 'W'ithpay.
Section 4 Employees who are required to work on a holiday shall be paid double
time for all hours worked.
Section j Employees 'W'ithless than one (1) year of service in the contract year Vlill
accrue regular floating Holidays as follows:
lVlonths of Service No. of FJoatin2 Holidavs
0-4
4-8
o
8-12 ,
To be entitled to an assigned Special Floating Holiday, an employee must be on the
payroll on the date that the holiday is celebrated. To be entitled to an unassigned Special Holiday,
:the employee must have completed two months of service in the contract year.
-
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ARTICLE XXXVIII
VACATIONS
Section 1 Full-time employees shall receive paid vacation days in accord with the
following schedule and the conditions set forth below:
(a) 10 days upon completion of 12 months of service;
(b) 15 days upon completion of 60 months of sen,;ce; and
(c) 20 days upon completion of 120 months of sen,-ice.
Section 2 Vacation pay shall be computed on the employee' s straight time hourly
rate of pay.
Section 3 If, through no fault of his/her o\vn. and employee does not receive annual
vacation entitlement, the employee may choose to be paid for the time not taken or may choose to
:use the entitlement in the subsequent year. If an employee elects compensation, he/she will be
paid based on the rate of pay in effect on December 3 1 of the year the entitlement was earned.
Section 4 Vacations of one week or more must be requested at least three (3) weeks
. in advance, When less than one week vacation is desired. 48 hours notice of t he request is
required. Vacation requests are subject to the approval of the employee's Department Head, who
shall consider, among other things. the operational needs of the Employer.
Section 5 The Employer shall have the ri~ht to unilaterallv change vacation
schedules in order to meet operational needs.
Upon permanent separation trom employment. an employee shall be paid.\"ection 6
for vacation on an anniversarv/eli~ible date of contract basis and not on an accrued/prorated
basis.
Section 7 If a regular payday faIls during an employee' s vacation. upon request at
.
least one week in advance. the employee shall receive his/her paycheck before the commencement
of the vacation. provided rhat rhe employee is taking 3.tI~ast one \A,'eek's vacation
'.
-
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Section 8 A torm ",...illbe provided requestmg tIme ort.vacation. signed by the
employee and the employer. The request form \vill be approved or denied and comments and/or
remarks can be made at the discretion of~fED
~.~. ...
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,ARTICLE XXXIX
DISABILITY INSURANCE
Section 1 Massena Electric Department will obtain and bear the premium cost of
disability insurance coverage for its employees that is comparable in coverage and benefits to the
disability coverage required of private sector employers. by the State of New York.
Section 1 Employees absent due to disability shall be required to comply with notice
and filing requirements imposed by the Employer's disability insurance carner. Employees may be
required to provide medical verification of the existence or continuation of a disability.
".
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ARTICLE XXXX
WORKERS COMPENSATION AND DISABIUTY SUPPL£MENT
Section 1 An employee collecting Workers' Compensation payments or disability
benefits payments may elect, by written notification to the Department Head, to supplement such
payments from his or her accrued sick leave up to the level of the employee' s regular weekly
straight time hourly pay. If necessary, sick days shall be rounded to the nearest quarter day.
Section 2 An employee absent from work due to an employment related injury will
not be dismissed from employment with M.E.D. for a minimum period of one year trom the
commencement of the injury.
'.
-
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Title 7/1/95 7/1/96 7/1/97 7/1/98 7/1/99 7/1/00
-
Chief Lineman 21.19 21.19 21.83 22.59 23.15 23.73
First Class Lineman 19.41 19.41 19.99 20.69 21.21 21.74
Second Class Lineman 16.28 16.28 16.77 17.36 17.79 18.23
Meter Technician 18.59 18.59 19.15 19.82 20.32 20.83
Custodian 10.00 10.00 10.30 10.66 10.93 11.20
ARTICLE XXXXI
WAGES
Section J The following hourly wage rates shall be paid effective the dates indicated:
In addition, all full-time employees as of the above contract wage payment dates shall receive
,the following one time lump sum payments, \"hich payments shall not be pro-rated:
7/1/95
7/ 1/96
7/1/97
7/1/98
7/ 1/99
7/1/00
$ 1,200.00
$ 1,500.00
S 500.00
S 500.00
S 500.00
$ 500.00
Section 2 It is the intention of MED to convert some of its distribution circuits to
13.2123kv GR. Y distribution and perform work on those circuits while energized.
Prior to performing work on energized 23kv distribution, the rvrED will provide
training and equipment for all 1st Class and Chief Linemen to work the higher voltage with hot
sticks.
Once the linemen have been trained and !\tIED starts. performing work on energized
23kv distribution circuits a 23kv premium of $.50 cents per hour 'Willbe added to the base rate of
all Ist Class and Chief Linemen who have successfully completed the training.
'.
-
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Chief Lineman 21.19 21.19 21.83 22.59 23.15 23.73
First Class Lineman 19.41 19.41 19.99 20.69 21.21 21. 74
Second Class Lineman 16.28 16.18 16.77 17.36 17.79 18.13
Meter Technician 18.59 18.59 19.15 19.81 20.32 20.83
Custodian 10.00 10.00 10.30 10.66 10.93 11.20
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TICL£ XXXXI
WAGES
Section 1 The following hourly wage rates shall be Paid effective the dates indicated:
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7/1/95 7/1/96 7/1/97 7/1/98 7/1/99 7/1/00Title
In addition, all full-time employees as of the above contract wage payment dates shall receive
. the following one time lump sum payments, which payments shall not be pro-rated:
7/ 1/95
711/96
7/1/97
7/1/98
711199
7/1100
SI,200.00
S1,500.00
S 500.00
$ 500.00
$ 500.00
$ 500.00
Section 2 It is the intention of l\1ED to convert some of its distribution circuits to
13.1123kv GR. Y distribution and perform work on those circuits while energized.
Prior to performing work' on energized 13kv distribution, the MED will provide
training and equipment for all 1st Class and Chief Linemen to work the higher voltage with hot
sticks.
Once the linemen have been trained and l\IfED starts perfonning work on energized
23kv distribution circuits a 23kv premium of $.50 cents per hour will be added to the base rate of
all Ist Class and Chief Linemen who have successfully completed the training.
'.
-
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.'"ection 1 Provisional and probationary employees shall be paid at an hourly rat~ ror
their classification that is 1O~ioless than the rate for the classification listed on the schedule set
forth in Section 1 of this Article. Employees upgraded to a higher classification shall be paid at
the rate for the classification listed 'on the Schedule set forth in Section 1 of this Article.
Section 4 Employees required to fill in a higher classification for a full day or more
at a time shall be paid the rate for that higher classification.
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ARTICLE x.x.x.x1I
APPftENTICE UNEMAN
Section 1 Any. employee working as an Apprentice under this Agreement will be
trained to become a First Class Lineman through the National Joint Apprenticeship and Training
Committee for the Electrical Industry.
Section 1 An employer hired and classified as an Apprentice Lineman ~'ill be
advanced to the classification of Second Class Lineman as follows:
Step 1: A new employee, called a 1st Step Apprentice, ~'ith no electrical
experience, will work for a period of six (6) months assisting only from the
ground.
Step 2: Six months from date of hire, an Apprentice, called a 2nd Step
.A..pprentice,may, under close supervision. work on voltages up to and including
440 volts. One and one-half years (1-1/2) from date of hire, an Apprentice
Lineman shall be moved to Step 3 pro"iding he meets the following criteria:
(a) He will have completed Units 1-1 through 1-6~ passed all open
book unit tests with at least 850/0:and passed the supervised test 1-7 with at
least 75~~.
(b) It is determined by his Line Foreman and Superintendent that he is
qualified for advancement from the practical aspects of his assi~ned duties
during Step 2.
Step 3: A 3rd Step .Apprentice shall remain at Step 3 for the period of at
least one year before moving to Step 4. Under close supervision. he may
engage in work on live lines customarily gloved by the ~1assena Electric
Department Before advancement to 2nd Class Lineman. he shall meet the
follov¥'in~criteria
-
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.(a) He \vill have completed units 2-1 through 2-6: passed all open
book unit tests with at least 850/0and passed the supervised test 2-7 with at least
75~/O.
(b) It is determined by his Line Foreman and Superintendent that he is
qualified for advancement from the practical aspects of his assigned duties
during Step 3.
Step 4: A 2nd Class Lineman shall remain a 2nd Class for a period of one
year before being eligible for consideration of promotion to 1st Class Lineman.
In addition, the following criteria shall be met:
(a) He will have completed units 3-1 through 3-6; passed all open
book unit tests with at least 850/0~and passed the supervised test 3-7 with at
least 750/0.
(b) It is agreed upon by the Electric Department Line Foreman and
Superintendent that the employee is competent in all aspects of his assigned
duties and MED determines that there is a need for a 1st Class Lineman.
Section 3 Should the services of a Ist Class Lineman be required, and there is no
current 2nd Class that meet the requirements of Step 4 (a) and (b) of this Article, the Employer
may hire from outside the unit. However, if a current 2nd Class meets the requirements of Step 4
(a) and (b) of this Article he shall be promoted to the First Class position.
Section 4 New employees. hired as Apprentice Linemen may be started at any
Apprentice Linemen's step that the Employer deems appropriate: however, before advanced to
the next step, the employee must complete all units and tests required under previous steps of this
Article.
.ft;ection5 No current employee will be reduced in wages to meet the requirements of
this Article.
'.
-
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7/1/95 7/1/96 7/1/97 7/1/98 7/1/99 7/1/00
Step 1 $ 13.04 S 13.04 $13.43 S 13.90 S14.25 ~S14.61
Step 2 $14.12 $14.12 $14.53 $1 5.04 $15.42/r~ $15.81
Step 3 $15.22 $15.22 $15.68 $16.23 $16.64 $ 17.06
"
Section 6 \Vage rates for Apprentice Linemen shaHbe as follews:
EFFECTIVE DATE
In addition.. all full-time employees as of the above contract anniversary dates shall receive the
foHewing one time lump sum payments, which payments shaHnot be pro-rated:
7/ 1/95
7/1/96
7/1/97
7/1/98
7/1/99
7/1/00
$1,100.00
$1,500.00
S 500.00
$ 500.00
S 500.00
$ 500.00
'.
-
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ARTICLE XXXXIII
LONGEVITY PAY
Section 1 Regular full-time employees shall be entitled to an annual longevity
payment in accordance with the follo\'\ing schedule:
Years of Service Amount
Completion of3 Years
Completion of 5 Years
S100.00
$200.00
Completion of 10 Years $500.00
Section 2 Longe"ity payments shall be made on the first payday in December.
Completion of requisite years of service may occur at any time during the calendar year.
Employees separated ITomservice "'lith l\1ED will receive the longevity payment upon separation
provided their anniversary date precedes the date of separation.
-
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ARTICLE XXXXIV
STATUTORY PROVISIONS
It is agreed by and between the parties that any provision of this Agreement requiring
legislative action to permit its implementation by amendment of law or by providing the additional
funds therefore shall not become effective until the appropriate legislative body has given
approval.
-
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ARTICLExxxxV
SAVIN6S AND SEPARABILITY
If any provision of this Agreement is held to be invalid by operation of lawSection 1
or by any tribunal of competent jurisdiction. or if compliance with or enforcement of any article or
section should be restrained by such tribunal pending final determination as to its validity, the
remainder of this Agreement. or those applications of such article or section to persons or
circumstances other than those as to which it has been held invalid or as to which compliance with
or enforcement of. has been restrained, shall not be affected thereby.
Section 2 When any provision of this Agreement is invalidated, as described in
Section 1 of this Article, the parties shall negotiate a substitute for the invalidated provision.
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ARTICL£ XXXXYI
'DURA TION
This Agreement is effective 12:01 a.m., August 12. 1995 and shall continue in effect to
and including midnight August 11, 2001.
Dllted: June II, 1998
INTERNATIONAL BROTHERHOOD
OF ELEC CAL WORKERS,
LOCA ~9
MASSENA ELECTRIC DEPT.
By: By: [f{}5:::k-John Bishko
Business l\1anager
. By: ,A9, L~ '-(3~
Dennis Block
Unit Chai man
By:
,.
By:
Jae Vaisey
Unit Negotia 0
By a~~.L
Robe ullex
(]nit Representative
Bv: ~ I!J# J
Robert Ward
Unit Representative
APPROVED
tNTERNA 110NAL CiTa - I. B. E. W.
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JUl 0 9 1998
J .I RII.""J~
Th.~ :::I~~''':= .~:...:..:.:~; ; ..~:
Int£.'i.i ilW::: ~..-
.. ;.~- ;;W:W:-.s::!
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